
Accelerate the Flow of Work 
with Grammarly Business

Real-time communication assistance for enterprise teams

 


Grammarly Business helps enterprises, organizations, and teams achieve their business 

objectives by improving communication quality, efficiency, and consistency. Every day, 

30,000 teams across various industries rely on Grammarly’s AI-powered writing assistance 

to unlock new levels of performance by communicating more effectively wherever and 

however they work.

How it works
How Grammarly helps



High-quality writing is more than just mechanics. 

Grammarly Business goes deeper by assisting 

with style, tone, and effectiveness across your 

web and desktop applications.
Joe 
Miller

11:20 AM

When words have many meanings:


"Dad, we have an early release today."


"Wow, congrats! What are you releasing?"


"Us, from school, earlier than usual."


"Oh..."


Marina 
Diaz

12:00 PM

All in favor of the Oxford comma, say “Aye.” 


“Ending a case that electrified punctuation pedants, grammar goons and comma connoisseurs, Oakhurst Dairy 

settled an overtime dispute with its drivers that hinged entirely on the lack of an Oxford comma in state law.”


https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/09/us/oxford-comma-maine.html

Jenn Andersen 12:07 PM

I’m a fan of the Oxford comma.


The way that lobsters communicate has peeked my interest. Do you all know about this?



Brett 
Woods

12:09 PM

I don’t really care, but consistency is key!

Correctness: - Spelling

that lobsters communicate has 

  my interest.
peeked piqued
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9:14 AM (8 hours ago)

Aliqua id fugiat nostrud irure ex duis ea quis id quis ad et. Sunt qui esse pariatur duis deserunt mollit dolore cillum 

minim tempor enim. Elit aute irure tempor cupidatat incididunt sint deserunt ut voluptate aute id deserunt nisi.

Looking forward to it! We will be there! Thanks for the update!
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If you have any questions about my rate or 

find it necessary to increase or decrease 

 this 
, please 

let me know.
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scope for project project’s scope
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Correctness
Eliminate grammar, 

spelling, and 

punctuation errors.

Clarity
Make every 

sentence concise 

and easy to follow.

Engagement
Find vivid words to 

enliven each and 

every message.

Delivery
Choose the right 

tone and 

formality level.

Communicate with Confidence
AI-powered insights coach every team 

member to interact professionally, 

regardless of skill or fluency. 

Effortlessly Write on Brand
Reinforce your company values and 

word choices with brand tones  

and style guides. 

Drive Team Productivity
Get it right the first time with fewer 

edits and revisions by incorporating 

snippets and insights from analytics.  

Team Use Cases

Product Features

Customer Support
Respond quickly with clear, polite, and 

friendly resolutions in live chat and 

email support workflows.

Snippets
Speed up your team’s writing process 

by quickly inserting your commonly 

used text blocks.

Sales
Write polished, professional emails to 

prospects and customers, and 

compelling pitch scripts to land deals.

Style Guides
Empower every employee to create 

consistent, on-brand communication 

by creating multiple style guides.

Brand Tones
Make the best impression on 

customers by turning your company’s 

voice into a tone profile.

Marketing
Craft messaging that excites and engages 

your audiences for content marketing and 

campaigns, research, and more.

Insights & Analytics
Drive continual learning and improvement 

by filtering insights through intuitive 

dashboards and with weekly summary 

emails.

HR
Write with sensitivity to recruit talent and 

communicate internally; help diverse 

teams connect and develop their skills.

In-Line Suggestions
Improve your team’s writing with AI-

powered suggestions for correctness, 

clarity, delivery, engagement, and more. 
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Enterprise-Grade Security
We keep security at the heart of our product, 

infrastructure, and company operations. Third-party 

compliance certifications and reports validate our 

enterprise-grade security controls. 

Contact your rep or signup online:

grammarly.com/business

Try Grammarly Business Today

Trusted by Teams at

We've processed your refund, and it should reach 
your account within five business days. Again, we 
apologize for the inconvenience.   

\thanks
\thanks

Thank you, and please let me know if I can help 

with anything else!

Create snippet

Navigate Insert RETURN

Grammarly State of Business


Communication Report, 2022

Frost & Sullivan


Case Study

of business leaders wish 

their company had better 

tools to help people 

communicate effectively

Why accelerate with communication assistance?

Reduction in 

editing time88% 66%

CSAT  ↑30%

Customer Support Ticket

At Acme company we 

pride ourselves on our 

commitment to 

sustainability.

ACMECO STYLE GUIDE

acme company → AcmeCo

Use the official spelling and 

capitalization of our company name to 

avoid confusing customers or leading 

them to mispell it themselves.

https://www.grammarly.com/business?sid=t7TCxnmFj0eeXOBBmqGi

